
Dining Solutions for the Modern Home
August 2012 – The centerpiece for great conversations,formal dining tables have recently taken a backseat to smaller, 
multi-functional counterparts more suited for modern, loft living. With dining making up the bulk of Jonathan Charles’
collections, they’ve introduced smaller dining tables that fit in tight corners and nooks without 
compromising Jonathan Charles’ signature look: historical treasures with modern relevance.

Unlike their large predecessors, these new dining tables can be complemented by a variety of dining chairs for a unique spin 
on eclectic dining set. From the streamlined Italian Gilt table to the Round-to-Oval table that magically shifts from six to ten, 
these tables are the pinnacle of modern dining, thanks to the Jonathan Charles team’s genius way of mixing luxe materials 
with clever styling.

Italian Gilt Breakfast Table  - 494067
Clean lines in brushed gold iron sets the foundation for a minimalist approach to neoclassical Italian design. At 42” diameter, the Italian 
Gilt table with an antiqued mirror top is the perfect centerpiece for antique lovers with a modern décor aesthetic.

Complete the Look:

Gilt Stepped Circular Dining Table - 494566
Inspired by the Modernist movement in the 30’s, the Stepped Gilt Circular table creates an illusion of a grandiose dining table 
with its glass top and gilt recessed center. Hand-rubbed black lacquer elongates the table’s height to add more depth in the 
middle. Table measures 48” in diameter.

Complete the Look:

Deco Round Dining Table - 494574
Santos Rosewood carved to resemble luxe marble. With slender, tapering legs, the 54” Art Deco-style table is definitely a 
conversation starter.

Complete the Look:

French Style Painted Dining Table - 493260
The French Painted dining table satisfies cottage, coastal, and country interiors with its shabby chic planked tabletop sup-
ported by hand-carved ornate legs. At 48” diameter, the table in painted olive green comfortably seats six indoors or outdoors.

Complete the Look:

Round To Oval Dining Table - 492510
The Round-to-Oval dining table is the perfect chameleon for homes of all sizes. With hidden satinwood leaves underneath 
the circular mahogany wood center, the dining table magically extends from 6 to 10, ideal for both large soirees and intimate 
dinners. The Regency-style design reminiscent of English Manors is complete with reeded saber legs and brass lion paw 
casters. The extendable dining table transitions from 52.25” diameter to 92” W by 61.5” L.

Complete the Look:

Beneath the Surface
Dining Solutions for the 

Modern Home

Fully Upholstered Dining Chair 
493899

Stepped Gilt Breakfast Chair 
494581

Art Deco Dining Arm Chair 
494586

Grey Painted Ladder Back Arm Chair 
493268

Regency Mahogany Curved
Back Chair - 494346

Gilded 18th Century Style Dining Chair 
493038

Stepped Gilt Tub Dining Chair 
494572

Art Deco Dining Side Chair 
494587

Grey Painted Ladder Back
Side Chair - 493268

Chippendale Style Mahogany
Dining Arm Chair with
Pierced Back - 492466

About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, an English furniture designer who excels at the art 
of fine antique reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques he discovers in his travels, his 
unique twists create contemporary translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, Jonathan 
employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan 
always says, “It’s all in the detail…”


